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Goat, Ram or Sheep… will 2015 be one to Gloat? 
 

The Chinese New Year is upon us and 2015 is the ‘year of the goat’ or possibly the sheep. Apparently, 

the S&P 500 index has risen 26% on average making it one of the best years to buy US equities. However, 

the indicator could be 12 months behind the curve with the US interest rate cycle turning.     

 

In China, those born in the year of the goat like to spend money on fashionable things that give them a 

first class appearance. Besides reforms, the Chinese authorities have to rebalance the Chinese economy 

over the years ahead, from infrastructure investment and exports towards the consumer. The authorities, 

along with numerous western global fashion goods brand owners must be hoping that ‘goats’ live up to 

their reputation and start spending in 2015. Last year, China overtook the US to become the world’s 

largest economy, estimated by the IMF to be worth a staggering $17.6trillion. If global economic recovery 

is to gain traction then the world needs China to keep growing. With CPI inflation slowing to a five year 

low, then further easing from the Peoples Bank of China looks inevitable.     

 

In the UK, we face the uncertainty of the general election so as well as being ‘year of the goat’ 2015 will 

be ‘year of the vote’. The outcome of the UK general election, looks like being the most unpredictable of 

modern times and could make the uncertainty which surrounded the Scottish independence referendum 

look like ‘a walk in the park.’ Should Nicola Sturgeon and the SNP sweep aside Labour in Scotland then, 

2015 could well be remembered by the SNP and its leader as the ‘year of the gloat!’   

 

What have we been watching? 
 

  Markets remained cautious as the odds of Greece leaving the Eurozone increased. No doubt, with 

the current situation in the Ukraine, Ms Merkel could do without having to manage the potential first exit 

of a country from the Eurozone right now. Compromise is required from both sides. Germany has to 

accept a partial bond ‘haircut’ as well as the possibility of new ultra-long dated bonds while the Greeks 

must commit to long overdue economic reform. However, with both sides appearing to dig in and time 

running out can a solution be found that enables both sides to back down without losing face?  

 

Apart from a shared objective, that Greece should not leave the euro, the latest talks between Greek and 

other European finance ministers could not even reach a conclusion on how and what to negotiate about! 

Furthermore, it now appears Greece may require a third bail out of at least €38bn this year even were 

Mr Varoufakis’s plans were to be adopted in full. It is doubtful that Germany, let alone other EU countries 

would countenance this.  

 

While there continues to be carnage in Greece itself, with three year bond yields rising to over 20%, the 

rest of Europe appears less concerned about the chances of contagion spreading to other peripheral 

countries as in the last Eurozone crisis in 2012. This may be due to the weak euro helping exporters, 

consumer spending benefiting from lower petrol prices, improving lending conditions and the impending 

launch of full blown QE from the ECB. However, against these positives there remains the ‘small’ matter 

of Ukraine. A key security adviser to President Putin said that the US arming of Kiev would draw Russia 

into the war in Ukraine. Last ditch talks appear to have resulted in an agreement at ending the fighting 

with a ceasefire which so far appears to be holding, although many key issues remain to be settled.   



 

Despite the Greek and Ukraine uncertainty, Eurozone Q4 GDP came in ahead of expectation at +0.7% 

principally driven by an expansion in Germany.    

 

  In the UK, BoE governor Mark Carney said that inflation would temporarily turn negative in the 

spring because of lower petrol prices but added that prices were likely to rebound around the turn of the 

year, so this did not mean the economy had entered deflation. Interestingly, elsewhere in Europe, Sweden 

cut its key interest rate from zero to minus 0.1% and launched QE as it felt inflation would not pick up 

quickly enough.  

 

  In the USA, it appears as if we may see a downgrade to Q4 GDP growth estimates, after wholesale 

inventories barely grew in December. However, news from the US jobs market is still very positive with 

job openings at the highest level since 2001. Comments by two Fed officials suggested the first interest 

rate hike may come by the end of Q2 2015.    

 

 Oil continued to rally and is back above where it began the start of 2015 with Brent above $60. 

This followed an OPEC forecast of greater demand for crude this year than previously thought as well as 

lower supply from non-OPEC countries. The International Energy Agency (IEA) report suggested the slump 

in oil prices would lead to a swift pullback in US shale oil production but the decline would be limited in 

scope. It suggested OPEC’s fight for market share may only just be starting and that a bigger challenge 

would be expanding production from Iraq and possibly Iran, if international sanctions are gradually lifted.  

 

Most significantly, the IEA felt lower oil prices would not provide as strong a boon to oil demand growth 

as might be expected.  Credit ratings agency Moody’s also predicted that lower oil prices would fail to 

give a significant boost to global growth over the next two years due to the slowdown in China, Europe 

and Russia.  

 

Finally, for those of you who are not a goat but may be a monkey, rooster, rat or tiger you may find the 

following link helpful in seeing what 2015 holds in store for you financially, career wise and even 

romantically. I myself am a tiger and ‘it is highly probable that tigers will win a prize in a lottery draw in 

2015’. Right, forget those blue chip equities, I’m off to buy some Euro Millions super lottery tickets!  

 

Which Chinese star sign are you? 

 
If you wish to discuss any aspect of this newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

Further information about Alpha Portfolio Management, our products and services, please visit www.alpha-pm.co.uk or email 

info@alpha-pm.co.uk.  Alternatively, you can call us on 0117 203 3460. 
 
This publication is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon. The opinions expressed here represent analysis by an Alpha Portfolio 

Management representative at the time of preparation and should not be interpreted as investment advice.  

 

You should seek professional advice before making any investment decisions. The past is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of shares 

and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they originally invested. Any tax reliefs referred to are those currently 

applying. Tax assumptions may change if the law changes and the value of tax relief will depend upon individual circumstances. All estimates and prospective 

figures quoted in this publication are forecast and are not guaranteed. Alpha, its associate companies and/or their clients, directors and employees may own 

or have a position in the securities mentioned herein and may add to or dispose of any such securities. The sender does not accept legal responsibility for 

any errors or omissions, in the context of this message, which arise as a result of internet transmission or as a result of changes made to this document after 

it was sent.  
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